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Accomplishments
This grant covers the initial data reduction and analysis of the magnetic field
measurements of the Polar spacecraft. At this writing data for the first three years of the mission
have been processed and deposited in the key parameter database. These data are also available
in a variety of time resolutions and coordinate systems via a webserver at UCLA that provides
both plots and digital data. The flight software has twice been reprogrammed: once to remove a
glitch in the data where there were rare collisions between commands in the central processing
unit and once to provide burst mode data at 100 samples per second on a regular basis. The
instrument continues to function as described in the instrument paper (1.1 in the bibliography
attached below).
The early observations were compared with observations on the same field lines at lower
altitudes (1.2). We find a similar distribution of currents as at low altitudes with similar
magnitudes (1.3). Substorms also affect the orientation of the field high over the polar cap.
Growth phase and expansion phase effects are seen (1.4). Around the polar cusp a broad area of
depression of the field referenced to the Tsyganenko model is seen that we interpret as a
difference in the shape of the magnetopause around the cusp from the shape assumed in the
model (1.5). The cusp also has a sharp depression in the field strength where there is enhanced
plasma.
The Polar magnetic measurements also proved to be most useful for testing the accuracy
of MHD models (1.6, 1.11) and for comparing with more empirical models (1.7). Low altitude
measurements also were found to be very sensitive to the currents in the ring current enabling us
to develop a new technique to monitor it (1.8). Other investigations of the low altitude current
systems showed them to be very sensitive to the north-south component of the magnetic field .but
rather less sensitive to the dynamic pressure (1.9). Similar studies at high altitudes revealed the
sensitivity of the outer magnetosphere to high dynamic pressure and the north-south component
of the IMF (1.10).
When the IMF is almost due northward reconnection of the IMF and the tail lobe
magnetic field can occur above and behind the polar cusp. This important process can add solar
wind plasma directly to closed magnetospheric field lines on the dayside of the Earth. J.W.
Dungey had conjectured in 1963 that this mechanism could occur but it was not until 1998 that
we were able to show this unambiguously by comparing observations with numerical models
(1.11).
We also made important contributions to the study of waves and turbulence. Co-
Investigator, Cindy Cattell, discovered that large amplitude parallel electric fields were moving
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alongthe magneticfield linesnearthe edgeof the plasmasheet(1.12). H. Laaksodiscovered
that IMF directionalchangescould triggerwavesin themagnetosphere(1.13). We alsoexplored
turbulencein theneighborhoodof themagnetosheath-polarcuspinterfaceby comparingInterball
measurementswith Polar(1.14).
We supportedmany studiesby other Polar investigators. W. K. Petersonstudieda
FAST-POLARconjunction(1.15). N. MaynardexaminedtheconvectionpatternwhentheIMF
wasnorthward(1.16,1.19).J. Chenwith T. A. Fritz studiedthepossibilityof energeticparticles
beingacceleratedin thepolarcusp (1.17). E.Whippleusedthetrajectoriesof chargedparticles
to studythe magnetosphericelectric field pattern(1.18). C. A. Cattell usedthetime separation
of pulseson the two electric antennasto measuretheir velocity (1.20) and N. A. Tsyganenko
completedasurveyof themagneticfield in the innermagnetosphere(1.22).
We alsocontinuedto understandbetterthemagneticconfigurationof themagnetosphere
usingour own measurements.GraduatestudentX-W. Zhoushowedhow thepolarcusp location
varies with the tilt angle(1.21). C.T. Russellalso showedhow the magnetic field at high
altitudesrespondsto a suddenchangein the solarwind dynamicpressure(1.23) in an effort to
explain why therewasanabruptchangein thepropertiesof theplasmawhenthepressurewave
passedoverPolar(1.24). Theselatter two papershavebeenacceptedfor publication.
In additionto thesepapers,numerouspaperswerepresentedat scientific meetingsandat
theISTP meetings.Theseoral presentationsarelisted belowbut we donot repeatadescription
of eachof their contentshere. By and large their content is coveredin the papersdiscussed
above.
No patentsor inventions were developedas a result of this grant. This work now
continuesundertheauspicesof grantNAG5-7721.
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